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KLAUS EISENBERG

 

THE BOOK OF THE 
MYSTERIES OF ENOCH

In this first volume of the “Mysteries of Enoch 
according to the Ammonius Order”, the instructions 
received by the Master of the Order Klaus Esenberg 
are explained (for the first time ever in written 
form). This volume talks about the main mysteries 
to learn in order to rise to the divine.
---
Enoch: who he really was, the true meaning of his 
name, according to the Ammonius Order – Who is 
Enoch? – First few methods of the “Mysteries of 
Enoch” – Enoch’s tradition and the different ways in 
which it’s been perpetuated – The Watchers or 
“Fallen Angels” – The book of Enoch according to 
the Ammonius Order, which was given to me by 
Klaus Esenberg – Mystery number one: vibrations 
and frequencies – Mystery number two: The graphs, 
vision, sight – Mystery number three: touch, the 
kinesthetic sense, orientation and position – Move-
ments and action – Mystery number four: taste, 
tasting food – Mystery number five: smell or 
smelling the appearance of the conscience of the 
spiritual ecstasy – The Science of the Cycles – The 
solar rituality of Enoch – The world of illusions – 
Vibrations and sound – Aphorisms of Enoch with 
the observation of the stellar rotations, based on the 
constellations and on the stars of the 12 Zodiac 
Signs - Armoniografia – The journey into the 
universes with the Lunar, the astral, the mental and 
the spiritual body – The laws of A-STRON – The 
lunar world of the 28 dwellings – First level practi-
ce.  

Klaus Eisenberg was a Secret Master of The Ammonius Order. He was born in Westfalia to a Jewish 
father. The family moved to Italy after World War II: they stayed in Rome and then in Naples. He 
kept a very low profile, hiding from the public because he was the depositary of great knowledge 
and power. He was the Master tasked with the teaching of the mysteries of the Transmutation 
Magic. He was, after Master Antonio, Riccardo Villanova MRA’s master, to whom he bestowed, in 
2008, the complete body of the practices of Transmutation Magic and Enoch Magic according to the 
Ammonius Order.  He was 96 years old at the time, as he was born in 1912. Master MRA met him 
in 1981 when he was sent to him as a 17-year-old kid by his first Alchemy Master, in order to study 
the mysteries of Transmutation Magic. He was his disciple for 27 years, grasping every secret he 
shared through hazing. Today he’s the only depositary of this Great Secret Master’s knowledge.
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